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Visionary Creator of Inspirational On-The-Street Web Series,  
Yuval David Asks ‘What Are You Good At?’ 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 
 
(NEW YORK) – NOV. 8, 2019 – Widely celebrated actor, host, and filmmaker Yuval David may 
be best known for his roles in hit series like Madam Secretary, What Would You Do? and HBO’s 
The Plot Against America, but it’s his latest act that is earning him heaps of praise and attention. 
 
Through his namesake production company, Yuval has used the streets of New York as his blank 
canvas, creating bold original episodic content that is meant to entertain, uplift, and inspire others 
with feel-good, positive answers when much of the other content on television and on the internet is 
meant to drive ratings up through polemic and sensationalistic discourse. 
 
Recently, he has produced digital episodic series like ‘What Makes You Beautiful?’ asking those on 
the street what they feel makes someone else – and themselves – beautiful, as well as ‘Better World,’ 
where he poses the question to others about what they are doing to contribute to a better global 
society. His ‘Pranks of Kindness’ series flips the age-old somewhat meanspirited prank on its head, 
doing surprise good deeds for others. And, his highly-acclaimed ‘One Actor Short’ selects random 
strangers and directs them through the process of improvisational acting to create a short film.  
 
Launched today is Yuval’s latest series, ‘What Are You Good At?’ in which the Israeli-American 
artist and advocate uses his platform to once again shed light on subjects of a positive nature. 
 
Through the nearly five minute inaugural episode, he asks those on the streets of New York what 
they are good at. While many hardened and leery individuals walk past his hot mic, others stop 
gleefully to share the different things they are good at. 
 
For some it is vocational or talent-based. As two people remark, they’re good at dancing. Another is 
good at soccer. Some are good at cooking and multi-tasking. And one man expresses that his talent 
lies in simply doing impressions, as he does of baseball icon A-Rod hitting a home run.  
 
For others it is value-oriented, based on the ability to make others feel good, being honest, 
connecting with others through an inner peace, putting others first, and for one man suffering from 
Parkinson’s Disease and fighting cancer, it’s staying positive in the midst of a frightening prognosis.  
 



Yuval developed, hosts, directs and produces the new series, as he does with his others. 
 
He also produces, directs, and hosts dynamic original content, including travel and lifestyle, food and 
culinary, and short, feature, and documentary films, including “The BetaLoop” and “House of Fury,’ 
both of which have recently won awards. 
 
Yuval is also a keynote speaker, emcee, and workshop presenter, dedicating his time and resources to 
Israeli and Jewish, LGBTQ+, US social action, humanitarian, and arts and cultural causes. 
 
Link to ‘What Are You Good At?’ here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwWoV0bUx_Y 
 
In addition to his roles in “The Plot Against America,” ABC’s “What Would You Do,” NBC’s “The 
Michael J Fox Show,” he has appeared in multiple TV series, films, and On- and Off-Broadway 
stage productions.   

 
For more information on Yuval David, visit www.yuvaldavid.com, or his other channels at the 
following: 
 
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/YuvalDavid 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/Yuval_David_ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/YuvalDavid 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/YuvalDavid 
IMDb: https://IMDB.me/YuvalDavid 
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